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MGG NEWS
A Message from our Chairman
All offices and laboratories in North Grosvenor are
occupied and used because the Division of Marine
Geology and Geophysics has grown by two faculty.
Gene Rankey and Falk Amelung, both arrived with
an active research group. In addition, the “old”
faculty increased again their success in securing
grants and was able to attract more students and
post-docs. Other divisions are also successful in
recruiting and, as a result, RSMAS is desperately
looking for space. To solve this problem the university considered to move most of RSMAS to the
former headquarters of Burger King at Cutler Ridge.
This proposal stirred up a lot of emotional debate.
At the end, the renovation costs were too high and
this option was abandoned. The new plan is to build
within the existing campus, but this will take some
time. In the meantime, we will just sit tight.
In the last half year, MGG was often in a festive
mood. On February 3, the Center for Southeastern
Tropical Advanced Remote Sensing (CSTARS)
was officially opened. During the impressive ceremony, the antennas that receive data from satellites
were in operation and first results were displayed.
Later in spring, Jacqueline Dixon celebrated her
promotion to Professor and Pamela Reid her award
of tenure. In June, the Center for Ecosystem Science and Policy (CESP) had a successful meeting.
Also in June, MGG hosted Dr. Kenneth Miller, the
27th recipient of the Rosenstiel Award. Ken, his
wife Karen, and his two daughters Marion and
Michelle visited RSMAS for five days for this celebration.

NEW FACULTY

faculty were gone for fieldwork, fieldtrips and
cruises. For example, Matt Buoniconti, David Katz,
Layaan Al-Kharusi and Kathleen Willis were in
Montana and Wyoming working on the Madison
Formation. Kelly Steffen, Brigitte Vlaswinkel, Art
Gleason worked on modern deposits in the Bahamas and Florida, groundtruthing satellite data for
sedimentological studies, and Miriam Andres collected data in a large biocomplexity study. Brad
Rosenheim was in the Caribbean; Nick Peters in
Africa; Pete LaFemina studied volcanoes in Iceland; Chris Moses was at ExxonMobil doing an
internship. Since December, four students successfully defended and embarked to new profesDr. Falk Amelung
sional opportunities. We wish them good luck and Dr. Eugene Rankey
hope to hear from them again. Six new students
will join us in the coming semester, keeping the Eugene Rankey began working in the division, Fall
division young and lively.
2002. After graduating from the University of KanLast but not least, I want to thank our alumni who
gave us support throughout the year. In particularly, we thank David Gomberg for his generous
annual donation for student field trips that are part
of our education, but not supported at all by the
school itself. We also thank, Charlie Evans for
donating the use of his 20 foot boat “GRITS” for
research in the Bahamas and Florida. His donation
helps Pam Reid to complete a large ONR funded
research project in which optical and acoustic properties of bottom sediments are assessed. We are
also happy to see that Charlie has not lost his good
swing (see page 7).
Gregor Eberli, Chair

sas in 1996, he worked at ExxonMobil for four
years on exploration and production projects, focusing on integrating geologic and geophysical
data, in areas such as west Texas, Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, Brazil, western
Canada, and southeast Asia. Following a short
stint in Iowa, he found his way to the equitable
climate of Miami, where he and his students focus
on using remote sensing data and GIS to quantify
the sizes, shapes, and patterns of sediment accumulation in modern carbonate systems, including
the Bahamas, Florida Keys, and the Middle East,
as analogs for hydrocarbon-bearing systems. He
and his students also maintain an active program
(Continued on page 5)

STUDENT DEFENSES

July and August were quiet as many students and

STUDENT DEFENSES
Eric Louchard (PhD)

Aleksandra Janik (PhD)

Tiina Manne (M.S.)

Geoffrey Ellis (PhD)

Defended: December 9, 2002

Defended: May 21, 2003

Defended: July 10, 2003

Defended: August 11, 2003

Advisors: Gary Hitchcock & Pamela
Reid

Advisors: Gregor Eberli & Bruce
Rosendahl

Advisors: Harold Wanless and Larry
Peterson

Advisor: Peter Swart

Title: Spectral Reflectance of Carbonate Sediments and Applications
to Shallow Water Remote Sensing

Title: Application of seismic data for
improving paleoceanographic models
in the California Borderland Basins results from Ocean Drilling Program
Leg 167

Title: Depositional Controls on LacusTitle: Archaeocyath Growth Morphology as a Reflection of Bioherm Form, trine Sedimentary Organic Geochemistry
Cavity Development and Life Habit
Newfoundland and Labrador, Northeastern Canada
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MGG News
♦

Program . The new ESP program
will be more rigorous than the
existing program requiring a double major. Students will be required to complete an internship or
research project.

Congratulations to Lisa Greer and her husband Robert Humston on the birth of their
new baby girl, Maya Lacey Humston, April 29,
2003.

♦

Brad Rosenheim was honored on September 28, 2002 at the
Annual Volunteer Appreciation
Luncheon for his valued volunteer
service at the Big Brother Big
Sisters of Greater Miami & Mentoring Resource Center.

Zachary Atlas - Photo taken in Newfoundland.

♦

♦
Congratulations to Zachary Atlas, the recipient of the AGU award for outstanding student
presentation in Volcanology, Geochemistry &
Petrology section at the Fall 2002 AGU conference and for receiving the Harold T.
Stearns Fellowship Award which is awarded
annually in support of research on one or
more aspects of the geology of Pacific Islands and of the circum-Pacific region.

Congratulations to Ralf Weger, the recipient
2003 MGG student of the year. This award
is given annually to a MGG student who
makes a difference in the division.

Lisa with her baby, Maya.

♦

Congratulations to Geoffrey Ellis who got
married last November to Kathy Guiles. Geoff
is working as a post-doc in the Chemistry
Department at Caltech and his wife will teach
8th grade physical science this fall. The
happy couple is expecting their first baby in
December.

Art Gleason’s son, Jonathan.

♦

Congratulations to Art Gleason and his wife
Louise, on the birth of their son Jonathan
Parker Gleason, born June 20 weighing 8lbs,
1 oz and 20.75” long.

Left-to-right: Tim Dixon, Jackie Dixon, Dean Otis Brown,
President Donna Shalala, and Provost Luis Glaser at the
CSTARS dedication.

♦

Congratulations to Timothy Dixon on the
dedication of CSTARS on February 3, 2003.
Dr. Dixon is the co-director of CSTARS.

♦

Congratulations to Eric Louchard and his
wife on the birth of their son, Markus, born
November 11, 2002, weighing 8 lbs, 3.6 oz
and 19.5” long.

♦

Congratulations to Jackie Dixon who was
promoted to the rank of professor. Dr. Dixon
was also named director of the Undergraduate Program in Ecosystem Science and Policy
(ESP). This program, beginning fall 2004,
replaces the existing Environmental Science

Brigitte Vlaskwinkel—while in the field waiting to do her next
sampling, Brigitte tries her hand at fishing, and catches this
huge red drum.

♦

Congratulations to Brigitte Vlaswinkel for
winning the Honorable Mention Award in the
Canon National Park Science Program for
the Americas. This award carries a monetary
scholarship to do research in a national park.

♦

Congratulations to Eugene Rankey and his
wife Kelly on the birth of their son, Gabriel
Carton Rankey, born January 27,
2003,weighing 7 lbs, 3 oz. and 18” long.

♦

Congratulations to Renee Price for winning
the Smith Prize.
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ROSENSTIEL AWARD
Every year RSMAS presents the Rosenstiel
Award to scientist for his/her outstanding
achievement and distinction in oceanographic science. The recipient is selected on
a rotating basis by the divisions of the school.
Nominations for this year’s the award were
solicited for a scientist in the field of marine
geology and geophysics.
On June 5, 2003, the 27th Rosenstiel Award
was presented to Dr. Kenneth Miller in recognition of his contributions to marine geology, particularly for assessing the origin,
timing and amplitude of sea level changes.
The award ceremony was the highlight of a
five-day visit of Dr. Ken Miller to RSMAS,
during which Ken gave two lectures presenting the recent advances and unresolved
problems surrounding sea level changes. We
all at MGG enjoyed this unhurried interaction
and the festivities during Ken’s visit.

Drs. Carol Daniels, Barbara Noziere, Mark Grasmueck, and Tony
Barros

Dr. Kenneth Miller , wife-Karen, daughters-Marion and
Michelle

Citation for Dr. Kenneth G. Miller
Dr. Miller is a stratigrapher and micropaleontologist, who integrated many stratigraphic methods
to solve several fundamental questions in marine geology. He received his Ph.D. in 1982 from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology/ Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Joint Program
in Oceanography under the supervision of Drs. W.A. Berggren and B.E. Tucholke. Dr. Miller
currently is the chair of Department of Geological Sciences at Rutgers University at New Brunswick.
He is a leader in the study of the history of sea level using micro fossils and chemical proxies for
dating and explaining the earth’s subsurface anatomy. With these tools, he has elucidated the
geological history of the Atlantic margin of North America during the past 60 million years. More
specifically, one of his signal accomplishments was to combine the history of ocean temperature,
sea level changes and glaciations during the last 60
million years of earth history. These integrated studies have vastly improved our understanding of the
timing, causes and effects of sea level changes during the Neogene “ice house” world. His stable isotope studies also have documented the timing of the
onset of the North Atlantic Deep Water in the southern oceans and, thus, the onset of the modern current system in the Atlantic. In addition, he has expanded the micropaleontological studies from stratigraphic to paleoecology questions by relating the
distribution of benthic foraminifera to the development of abyssal circulation and bathymetry.
Dr. Miller has an impressive record of scholarly publications that reflect his strength in integrating different
aspects of marine geology and geophysics. This
integration is the key to several breakthroughs that
he achieved in paleoceanography and questions
related to sea level fluctuations. His current research
on the Cretaceous “greenhouse” world holds the
promise of unlocking another suite of interrelated processes that existed in that ice free world.

Dr. Gregor Eberli and his wife, Dr. Mara Diaz

The Invaders Steel Band

Drs. Keir Becker and Jim Natland

Drs. Bernard Riegl, Eugene Rankey, Miriam Andres, and Peter
Swart
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SPACE-BASED M ONITORING OF THE WATER LEVEL CHANGES IN THE EVERGLADES
SHIMON WDOWINSKI, FALK AMELUNG,

E

VERGLADES N ATIONAL PARK in south Florida is a unique
ecological environment. Man-made changes in the Everglades and its
surroundings in the past 50 years, mainly for agriculture and flood control purposes, have interrupted the natural water flow pattern, disrupting
the ecosystem. In 1994, the US Congress signed the Everglades Forever Act, providing for restoration of this ecosystem, in particular the
natural water flow. This involves precise measurement of water levels,
near-real-time reporting of these data, assimilation into a numerical
model, and appropriate decision making and action by flood control
managers to mimic long term natural flow conditions. Everglades’ water
level is currently monitored by about 100 stations, about half of which
provide real-time data, except during extreme weather conditions such
as hurricanes or tropical
storms when most flooding
occurs.

Recently we have
begun to test the application
of SAR interferometry, in
which phase comparisons
between two or more SAR
images measure water
height differences over
periods of weeks to months.
The L-band interferogram
(left image), based on two
JERS (Japanese L-band
SAR) images taken 2
months apart. This image
shows strong height gradients adjacent to a levee
broken by drainage canals.
Comparison of the quantitative height information from
the interferogram with availA L-band interferogram of the
eastern south Florida area showing phase differences occurring
during 45 days (1994/6/261994/12/19). Each color cycle
represents 15.1 cm of elevation
change. (Red-yellow-blue=range
increase (relative water level
decrease)). The interferogram
shows (1) High coherence
throughout the entire region. (2)
Small elevation changes in the
urban Miami-Ft. Lauderdale
metropolitan area. (3) Significant
elevation changes in the controlled-flow regions [red box]. (4)
Discontinuities across man-made
structures (canals, levies, roads
[blue box].

AND

TIM DIXON

able water level data from sparse gauging stations (the chart below)
shows good agreement, suggesting that the technique is appropriate for
obtaining water height information with unprecedented spatial resolution.
While the JERS satellite is
no longer operational, data
from a replacement satellite
(ALOS-PALSAR) will be available soon. We have begun to
use the interferometrically
determined height changes in
the Everglades to research a
variety of vegetation change
issues that relate to long-term
changes in water levels. For Comparison between InSAR and stage data in
example, tree islands in the three Water Conservation Areas
Everglades (the tear-drop
shaped features in the L-band provide important habitat for many species during water high stands during the wet summer season. These
tree islands have been degrading over the last ~50 years, probably
related to levee construction in the 1940’s and 1950's. The new water
height information allows us to investigate in detail how changes in the
hydrologic regime might affect the islands. From the chart it is apparent that the long term flow direction has been altered, which probably
results in the erosion of material from sites near (within about 10-15

Drs. Timothy Dixon, Falk Amelung, and Shimon Wdowinski on a field excursion for verification
and calibration of the InSAR technique conducted along the levee separating WCA-1 and WCA2A.

km) the levees (the islands are stable for south-directed flow, the natural flow direction).
In a recent field excursion for verification and calibration of the InSAR technique (above picture), we found a strong correlation between
the vegetation type and density and the reflection of the SAR images. We
also found that the flow pattern, as determined from the interferograms, is
dominated by both the vegetation and the canal systems that divert water
along the levees.
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Dr. Larry Peterson and Carlos Alvarez aboard
the Marion Dufresne in the Cariaco Basin
DR. LARRY PETERSON AND CARLOS ALVAREZ recently participated in a three week oceanographic
cruise aboard the French Research Vessel Marion
Dufresne as part of its Summer 2003 PICCASSO
Campaign. The objective of their participation in
this campaign was to visit the Cariaco Basin off
northern Venezuela to collect sediment cores for
the study of past climate changes in the tropical
western Atlantic/Caribbean region. Previous work
in Cariaco Basin by Peterson and his graduate
students has demonstrated that sediments there
yield climate records that are nearly unparalleled in
their resolution and that serve as a rare tropical
counterpart to high latitude ice cores for the study
of abrupt climate change and of the natural rhythm
of climate in the recent geological past. Records
developed from these new sediment cores will help
document how climate change in the southern
Caribbean and northern South America relates to
various climate forcing mechanisms, from the El
Nino-Southern Oscillation to the much longer timescales (tens of thousands of years) of orbital
changes that affect the distribution of solar insolation on Earth, and to how the tropics respond to
global change.
First discovered in the 1950’s, the Cariaco Basin is
a relatively small, deep depression located on the
continental shelf that acts as a natural sediment
trap for both biological shell material produced by
marine plankton in the surface waters and fine
continental-derived sediments deposited from
rivers that drain northern South America. Because
of the decomposition of biological materials and
restricted circulation in the deep basin, the waters
of Cariaco Basin are totally devoid of oxygen below a water depth of about 300 m, a phenomenon
that eliminates bottom dwelling organisms that
normally disturb the sediment in their search for
food. This combination of high sedimentation rates
(up to more than a meter per thousand years) and
the lack of disturbance by burrowing organisms
has produced a nearly undisturbed sediment se-

Dr. Larry Peterson and student, Carlos Alvarez

quence that has recorded past tropical climate
history in great detail. In addition, the finely laminated nature of the sediments provides an important means of constructing highly resolved age
models because paired sedimentary laminae,
which appear as alternating light and dark layers,
reflect the local annual cycle of deposition and can
be used like tree rings to determine time. Hence,
events as short as a few years can be resolved,
making the Cariaco Basin one of only a few marine localities known where climate change on
sub-decadal time-scales can be studied.
Coring with the Marion Dufresne was highly successful, yielding five giant Calypso cores (up to
approximately 50-m in length) and several shorter
Kasten and gravity cores. The Marion Dufresne is
currently the only ship in the world that can collect
piston cores of this length. Participation in the
PICASSO Campaign was made possible by funding
from the National Science Foundation and through
financial contributions from M GG alumnus DAVID
BLACK of the University of Akron, and investigators
at the University of South Carolina. The long Calypso cores recovered sediments span the last
complete glacial-interglacial cycle, or roughly the
last 150,000 years. Results from these cores will
greatly add to our understanding of tropical climate history and will help evaluate recent hypotheses which suggest that the tropics serve as
an important source of climate variability.

NEW FACULTY
(Continued from page 1)

studying deposition, diagenesis, and fracture
patterns in Mississippian grainstones of the
Mid-continent, USA.
Falk Amelung began working in the division,
Fall 2002. He graduated from Université
Louis-Pasteur in Strasbourg France in 1996.
During his employment at the University of
Hawaii, Dr. Amelung studied the active processes that cause deformation of the Earth’s
surface using spaceborne interferometric
synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) using data
acquired by Science satellites operated by
various National Science Agencies: The ERS
satellites of the European Space Agency,
The RADARSAT satellite of the Canadian
Space Agency, the JERS satellite of the
Japanese Space Agency, and the European
ENVISAT. His research focus is now geared
to geodetic data derived from InSAR to study
the processes of magma storage, magma
transport and eruption mechanism in active
volcanoes and to understand the accumulation and release of tectonic strain. Dr. Amelung has, a postdoc, Thomas Walter working
on the analysis of InSAR data of Mauna Loa
volcano, Hawaii, Cameroon volcano, Cameroon, and Nyiragongo volcano, Congo and a
student, Noel Gourmelen working on the
analysis of InSAR data of the Central Nevada
Seismic Belt, and he is in the process of
developing a research program with local
focus in the Everglades.

Welcome to New Members of MGG

Students
Noel Gourmelen is focusing on how earthquakes that occurred in the past affect the present day deformation and what this behavior says
about the mechanical property of the shallow
earth. Noel is currently working on the west part
of the Basin and range using a technique based
on radar images called Interferometry SAR to
look at present surface deformation and optical
correlation of aerial photographies and to look at
past earthquake motion.

Kelly Steffen is focusing on quantifying relations
between sedimentology and geomorphology of
Bahamian ooid shoals integrating remote sensing and field observations in a GIS. Her results
will be used to develop predictive models that
will be tested using 3-D GPR, borehole, and
outcrop observations of the Miami Oolite (in
collaboration with Mark Grasmueck).

Research Staff
Miriam Andres is a postdoctoral associate from
the Geological Institute of ETH in Zurich, Switzerland and is working with Dr. Pamela Reid.
Rocco Malservisi is a postdoctoral associate
from Penn State University working with Dr.
Timothy Dixon.
Thomas Walter is a visiting researcher from GEOMAR in Kiel, Germany and is working with Dr. Falk
Amelung.
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Health of Caribbean Coral

A

GRRA

HAS NOTHING TO DO

WITH THAT WIDELY USED STIMULANT . Instead it stands for the

ATLANTIC -GULF RAPID REEF
ASSESSMENT Program now in its

fourth year. Conceived and organized by Professor Robert Ginsburg, it is a geological approach
to determining the health of coral reefs in the
Western Atlantic. It was inspired by the conclusions of an International Colloquium "Global
Aspects of Coral Reefs, Health, Hazards and
History," which Ginsburg organized in 1993.
During the week-long meeting of some 120 reef
scientists from 20 different countries, it became
evident that some reefs in the Western Atlantic
were experiencing serious declines in their coral

In 1998 Ginsburg and Research Associate
Philip Kramer (MGG alumnus) and his biologist
wife Patricia assembled a group of senior reef
biologists, and together they developed and
refined a protocol to assess the condition of the
coral, fish and algal communities
(http://coral.aoml.noaa.gov/agra). In one hour
on a reef, five trained scuba divers can evaluate
some 30 different parameters of the condition of
the three communities. With two teams, 8 different reef sites can be assessed daily. The
ability to examine numerous reefs made it possible to begin the first regional approach to reef
condition, something comparable to assessing
the health of villages in Africa or India.
The attached map shows the impressive extent

“In one hour on a reef, five

trained scuba divers can evaluate
some 30 different parameters of
the condition of the three
communities. With two teams, 8
different reef sites can be
assessed daily. The ability to
examine numerous reefs made it
possible to begin the first
regional approach to reef
condition, something comparable
to assessing the health of villages
in Africa or India.”

communities, but that the condition of most reefs
were practically unknown. For example, almost
nothing was known of the condition of its fish and
benthic communities of the bank barrier complex
off Andros Island, Bahamas, nearly 100 miles
long and the world's third largest. An obvious
answer to this lack of regional data was the wellestablish geological approach - make a map of
reef condition to see how serious was the decline
and its spatial variations.

of areas, which have been assessed throughout
the Western Atlantic, in the past four years.
There are multiple sites in each of the colored
areas. This substantial accomplishment is
owing to the commitment of nearly a hundred
reef scientists and graduate students from
some 20 countries of the americas. The
AGRRA Database contains the results of this
first-ever region wide assessment of reef condition in the Western Atlantic. Currently an
AGRRA team is completing the assessment of
Florida's reefs and those of Eastern Puerto Rico

are scheduled for late September. At the
same time, a volume of the results of the first
20 surveys (630 pages) will be ready for the
printer in August. It will provide norms of
community condition: coral diversity, colony
sizes and amount of partial mortality; the
balance of the major algal communities; the
biomass of targeted fish species and the total
fish diversity. These norms are like the
norms of human health, i.e., blood pressure,
temperature, red cell count, etc. The combination of norms and the extensive coverage
of the region allow for multiple-scale comparisons of condition; it can identify candidate
areas for special protections as well as those
in serious decline; and it provides a regional
baseline for assessing future changes. Both
Cuba and the Mesoamerican Reef System
(Cancun, Mexico to Honduras) have adopted
the AGRRA Protocol for their reef areas.
Next on the AGRRA agenda is a searching
analysis of the Database, preparation of GIS
maps of key parameters to seek patterns;
training reef scientists and students of developing countries in the application of the Protocol; and developing plans for a revisit of the
entire region in 2005.
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BAHAMAS RESEARCH
Pam Reid is the PI for a five year
NSF Biocomplexity project studying Biogeochemical cycling,
population dynamics and mineral
formation in modern marine stromatolites in the Bahamas. The
research team consists of 15
senior investigators from ten
institutions in the US and Europe.

Gene Rankey and Bernhard Riegl (Nova
Southeastern University; RSMAS adjunct) recently completed a trip to Lily Bank in the Bahamas to study the sedimentology, flow dynamics
and geomorphology of the ooid shoals there.
They spent over a week collecting acoustic and
bathymetric data and collecting sediment samples. While exploring the shoals, they encountered and swam with Flipper and a pod of
friendly dolphins (see photo).

Field station, Highborne Cay, Bahamas

Miriam Andres has come to RSMAS from
ETH to be post doc for this project, representing the latest addition to the MGG Swiss
mafia. Two research cruises each year will
be conducted on the R/V Walton Smith. In
addition, a small field station has been constructed at Highborne Cay, Exuma (the primary study site) to allow year round monitoring of stromatolite growth.

Flipper and a pod of friendly dolphins

Highborne Cay stromatolite

THE ALUMNI CORNER
Karin Bernet’s children:
Frabice (lyr old) and Celine
(3 yrs. old). Karin is living in
Binningen (Basel) where she
and Eric are happily raising
their children. Though Karin
is not back full force into her
science and research, she
edits scientific papers and
dissertations.

Brian Michaels married
Brid ge tt e O' Conno r
(former PhD student in
MAC) on August 3, 2003
in Trinidad. Brian lives in
Miami and teaches at
Palmer Trinity Private
School.

Maria Ester Lara is
living in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. She recently
changed her job from
C he vr on Tex ac o t o
Geopark, a private
company.

Jose Luis Massaferro married Lucila Meira in La
Plata Argentina last year. Jose is working at Shell
International Exploration and Production B.V. in
Holland. The happy couple has a daughter, Juana
Ines , born January 4, 2003 in Den Haag.

At the First Annual Golf Classic, Charlie Evans was
awarded for having the straightest drive on the golf
course.

Div ision of Marine Geo lo gy an d
Geophysics

MGG/RSMAS,
4600 RICKENBACKER CAUSEWAY
MIAMI FL 33149
PHONE: 305 361 4662
FAX: 305 361 4632
EMAIL: amiller@rsmas.miami.edu

http://www.rsmas.miami.edu/
divs/mgg/

How is Your Life After RSMAS?

O

the years, the divisional staff has
seen students come and go. After being
around you for three, four, and in some
cases five years we become attached to you. Naturally, we are interested in your life after RSMAS…are
you married? do you have children? where are you
living? and where are you working? Teri, Karen and I
often find ourselves reminiscing about the past and
wondering where you are. Michael Guzikowski,
Michael Waltz, Dan Berler, Nancy Wittpenn, Nancy
Douglas, to name a few, were here when I first
started working in MGG. What an interesting group
of people you all were…Those were the good ole
days. Michael Waltz, do you still own a snake?
Guzi, you created your own style of clothing and
color code…You were very unique! For the most part,
you guys were the livelier group out of all who have
passed through MGG. Laura Guertin, Kathy Brown,
Kathy White, Jason Meyers, and Michael Incze, you
all are apart of the most recent group of graduates.
What’s happening? We haven’t heard from you.
Send us an e-mail! Laura, I still have the picture of
the smiley faces you drew for me. As a matter of
fact, it is hanging on my bulletin board.
VER

Then, of course there was, Victor Rossinsky,

Dominic Esker, Michael McClain, Tony Barros, Karin
Bernet, and Randy Parkinson, and a few others who
occasionally will call, e-mail, or drop by the office.
Victor, I get a kick out of your telephone calls looking
for “ Jimmy.” Those of you who do not know who
“Jimmy” is, it’s Peter Swart. Tony, it is always a
pleasure to see you. “Chiquitica” (Teri) and I enjoy
your visits. Dominic, tell your wife and children that
the MGG staff sends greetings, and whenever you all
come back to Miami for vacation, please come by to
see us again. Karin, I enjoy hearing from you and
getting updates on your children.

“ Victor, I get a kick out of your telephone
calls looking for “ Jimmy.” Those of you
who do not know who “Jimmy” is, it’s Peter
Swart. Tony, it is always a pleasure to see
you. “Chiquitica” (Teri) and I enjoy your
visits.”

NEEDED: GEOTOPIC S PEAKERS!!

Are you coming to Miami? Why not come
to visit MGG and give a Geotopics Seminar? If you are planning to come and wish
Well, I don’t know whether or not any of you to give a talk, contact Avis Miller.

whose name was mentioned above will get this newsletter, but if you do, drop us a postcard or send us an
e-mail. Those of you who do receive this, how about
passing the word around to the others that we would
like to hear from them again. Last, all of you are
welcome to send a paragraph or two for the newsletter. It would be interesting for not just Teri, Karen
and I to hear from you, but also for your schoolmates
to hear how you are and what you are doing. Whatever it is you’re doing, I hope you are enjoying it—
that’s the important thing.
avis

The MGG Newsletter is produced by the Division
of Marine Geology and Geophysics; Editor: Avis
Miller, Co-Editor: Peter Swart. Copies of this
newsletter and previous newsletters are available
on
the
MGG
Web
S ite
at
http://mgg.rsmas.miami.edu/news/index.html.
Contributions to future newsletters can be sent by
e-mail or by regular mail to Avis Miller at the Division Office.

